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ISSUE 
Positions based upon answers to Family Alliance survey sent to all 

candidates, votes of the incumbent, or cited sources. 

Danica 
Roem 

(D) 

Chris 
Stone 

(R) 

Roem’s Votes in the House of 
Delegates 

Restore the death penalty repealed this spring.  O S Voted for HB2263 to repeal the 
death penalty 2/6/21. 

Re-enact criminal penalties for the recreational use of 
marijuana. 

O S Voted for HB2312 to repeal criminal 
penalties for use of marijuana 
2/27/21, 

Medicaid coverage of undocumented aliens during pandemic. S O Voted for HB2124 2/1/21 

In Spring 2021, would have given parent right to have child 
attend school in in-person.  

O S Voted against SB1303 2/24/21 

Require public schools to permit students to use bathrooms and 
locker rooms assigned to those with whose gender they 
identify, rather than those of their biological sex. 

NR O  

Repeal the common-law crime of suicide. S O Voted for HB1951 1/25/21.  
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ISSUE Roem Stone Roem’s Votes 
Repeal legislation allowing coverage of abortion in health 
insurance plans sold on Virginia’s Obamacare exchange. 

O S Voted for HB1896 allowing abortion 
coverage 1/26/21. 

Repeal law that allows adoption agencies to choose, for 
reasons of conscience, to place children only in homes with a 
male and female parent. 

S O Voted for HB1932 2/3/21 

Amend the Constitution to automatically restore the right-to-
vote to felons who have served their sentences. 

S O Voted for HJ555 2/4/21. 

Replace provision of Virginia’s Constitution that defines 
marriage as a union of a man and a woman with one expressly 
recognizing marriage between any number of people, whether 
of the same or different sex. 

S O Voted for HJ582 2/4/21.  

Direct that Virginia students be taught America is systemically 
racist and white people are the oppressors. 

NR O1  

1Email affirmation provided by the candidate:  “I will not support any version of CRT.“ 

Roem’s Endorsements: Planned Parenthood Advocates, 
NARAL Pro-Choice, Human Rights Campaign, AFL-CIO, NOW, 
Virginia Education Association, Sierra Club, Emily's List 

Stone ‘s Endorsements: American Veterans Vote 
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